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BRIEF
Our aim in this project is to design a poster, flyer and Ep cover for the 
band The Painted Birds. The Painted Birds have three band members 

Kirsten Symczymz, Jessica Moyle and Mitchell Hall and they appeal to a 
younger audience from 16 – 25+. They play songs that are upbeat and 

some that are slower and darker. The posters and flyers are to promote 
there up and coming gigs in June and in this poster they would like to 
reflect their retro style of the 1940’s and 1950’s and by choice we can 
include birds to reflect of the name of the band. They would also like 
the poster to present them as compassionate musicians with good 

humour and their ability to produce songs with depth and dark themes. 
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Here our two of our tracks for you guys to listen to 
 
Between the Shadow and the Light 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgGQgH5OGoM
 
 The Girl With Fire In Her Eyes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T54NlYDsSDs&feature=channel_video_title

Also here is a copy of our draft lyric book

---------------------------------------------
Hey Mitch 
 
I just thought I would let you know that I will be joining Sarah on Tuesday to show you some of my ideas if that is ok.
 
See you then 
 
Regards 
 
Brandon Rodgers 
Graphic Design

EMAILS



Great!!!! 

I will also be seeing the girls tomorrow if you have anything to send me that i can show them then 

Cheers 
Mitch 

I dont sorry but I will make some copies for you for tuesday to take with you to show the girls if you like.
 
Thanks 
Brandon

Yeah Mate that would be great
---------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Brandon 
 
 
Yeh we like the design but at a bit unsure about the colours , we think it would look great if it went with a simmilar dark 
theme to Alana, With like a greey back ground and rather than alot of different colours mayber just different shades on 
red. How ever its up to you in the end



 
Cheers 
 
Mitch 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Brandon
 
Sorry for the Late reply I have just got back from thailand 
 
 
The images you sent me dontdisplay when i open them they say no preview, And i have tried on two computers 
 
Cheers 
 
 
Mitch



THANK YOU


